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FRONT WINDSCREEN (hinged)

Removal

Position machine on level ground and apply parking brake.

Stop engine.

Remove windscreen wiper from machine.

Unscrew and remove windscreen washer A.

Undo and remove bolts B.

Remove circlip C and slide front windscreen out of hinges.

Undo bolts D and remove hinges from front windscreen.

Replacement

Replacement is reversal of removal procedure.
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REAR WINDOW (Fixed)

Replacement

Position machine on level ground and apply parking brake.

Stop engine.

1 Fit glazing rubber to panel edge, allow for small overlap

before cutting.

2 Press both ends together, then push back on to the panel

ensuring correct location.

3 Commencing at lower corner,  carefully fit the glass. The

use of glazing suction cups will simplify this operation. 

4 Complete glass installation using a glazing tool

992/01100.

DO NOT USE FORCE.

5 Remove the hook from the glazing tool and fit the correct

size eye for the filler strip which is then threaded through

eye and handle.

6 Start half way down the left side of the window and away

from the glazing rubber joint. Insert tool eye in the filler

strip channel and hold the end of the filler strip in place.

Commence drawing the tool eye round the channel.

When you have reached the centre of the top window

stop. Remove filler strip from glazing tool. Put filler strip

through pull ring and re-thread filler strip through eye and

handle of glazing tool. Re-insert tool eye in the filler strip

channel and hold filler strip in place. Commence drawing

the tool eye round the channel.

Note: Make sure the pull ring is in the centre of the top

window as this is pulled in an emergency.

7 When cutting filler strip, allow sufficient overlap to place

joint under pressure.

Use spur tool to press home the joint and any small

sections of filler strip not correctly located.
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